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For you  
and your 
family
For every family, space is a 
priority. The Darroch has been 
designed with flexibility in mind. 
A 3-zone living area provides 
endless options for day-today 
life yet can be easily transformed 
for entertaining – simply slide 
open the patio doors to bring 
the outside in. Five bedrooms 
provide plenty of space for your 
imagination. Study, playroom, even 
cinema room, enjoy a whole new 
world of possibilities.

See for yourself how The Darroch 
inspired one of our happy 
homeowners. Local photography Computer generated image - a typical Darroch
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A previous Darroch showhome

           We loved the home as soon as 
we entered. It has a lovely entrance 
hall with the gallery landing above 
which gives an instant open  

feeling.   



          The doors open out on 
to the garden, which perfectly 
connects the indoor and outdoor 
spaces and the children love 
running in and out as  
they please.

          Our lounge is another 
favourite spot. It is the calm  
and tranquil adults only room 
that can be enjoyed when the 
kids are in bed, or with friends  
at the weekend with a glass  
of wine.
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          The kitchen/living area was 
the main selling point for us. It 
is an excellent space and the 
room we use most within our 
home for everything from dining 
to entertaining, homework to 
simply relaxing in front of the  
TV in the evening - it really is the 
hub of the home.
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Flexible 
living 
space
From open-plan kitchen/family/
dining area to standalone lounge, 
from fun family mealtimes to 
entertaining friends, change the 
pace or the mood in just a few 
simple steps. 
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          We have also transformed 
the fifth bedroom into a study 
for the days we work from 
home, this is great space 
and allows us to keep work 
and home separate whist still 
having the convenience of it 

being right there.               Each bedroom has it’s 
own character and we love the 
storage space afforded as well 
as the generous main bedroom 
with ensuite.
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           The storage space within  
the home and particularly within  
the bedrooms is excellent and  
allows the children to have plenty  
space for all their toys as well and  
to play with friends.
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           We love everything about 
our house from the front vestibule 
(which is so convenient when you 
have dirty buggy wheels to carry 
in) to the useful utility room which 
helps keep the washing mess in 
one space behind closed  
doors!    

A previous Cala showhome



For more information about  
The Darroch, please visit  
CALA.CO.UK

The images shown are taken from previous Darroch showhomes and feature fixtures, décor, flooring and soft furnishings which are not fitted as standard in a Cala home. These are used to suggest possible finishes you could adopt in your own home and would be an additional cost. Please ask a Cala representative for further details.
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